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A useable model for laminar free-surface jet evolution during flight, for both horizontal and vertical
jets, is developed through joint analytical, experimental, and simulation methods. The jet’s impinge-
ment centerline velocity, recently shown to dictate stagnation zone heat transfer, encompasses the
entire flow history: from pipe-flow velocity profile development to profile relaxation and jet contrac-
tion during flight. While pipe-flow is well-known, an alternative analytic solution is presented for the
centerline velocity’s viscous-driven decay. Jet-contraction is subject to influences of surface tension
(We), pipe-flow profile development, in-flight viscous dissipation (Re), and gravity (Nj = Re/Fr). The
effects of surface tension and emergence momentum flux (jet thrust) are incorporated analytically
through a global momentum balance. Though emergence momentum is related to pipe flow develop-
ment, and empirically linked to nominal pipe flow-length, it can be modified to incorporate low-Re
downstream dissipation as well. Jet contraction’s gravity dependence is extended beyond existing
uniform-velocity theory to cases of partially and fully developed profiles. The final jet-evolution
model relies on three empirical parameters and compares well to present and previous experiments
and simulations. Hence, micro-jet flight experiments were conducted to fill-in gaps in the litera-
ture: jet contraction under mild gravity-effects, and intermediate Reynolds and Weber numbers (Nj
= 5–8, Re = 350–520, We = 2.8–6.2). Furthermore, two-phase direct numerical simulations provided
insight beyond the experimental range: Re = 200–1800, short pipes (Z = L/d · Re ≥ 0.01), vari-
able nozzle wettability, and cases of no surface tension and/or gravity. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4996771]

I. INTRODUCTION

Jet impingement is a common method for cooling and
other chemical and industrial processes. By the time a jet
impinges on a surface for the purpose of heat transfer or other
transport processes [see reviews in Robinson and Schnitzler
(2007) and Bhunia and Chen (2011)], it already carries an
extensive history. This history encompasses not only the geom-
etry of the jet generating system, but also a dependence on
many other parameters of the problem. For free-surface jet
impingement, such as a liquid emerging from a nozzle and
flying through a gaseous environment toward a solid target,
the amount of influencing parameters is large, while the ideal
problem’s boundary conditions are relatively simple. Thereby,
it can be seen that one very important influence on trans-
port phenomena is related to the degree of flow evolution,
both inside and outside of the nozzle (during flight), prior
to impingement. This development is dependent on multi-
ple factors, including nozzle diameter, geometry, nozzle to
impingement plate distance, flow rate, surface tension, and
body forces such as gravity. It is shown that this development
scales with an effective length coordinate, differentiated as
Z = z/d · Re—in the pipe, and X = x/d · Re—in flight, with

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: hermanh@
post.tau.ac.il.

other parameters expressed by the Reynolds number (Re
= du/ν), Weber number (We = ρdu2/σ), and Froude number
(Fr = u2/dg). The initial stage of jet flow, developing flow,
within the nozzle can be simplified by limiting the analysis
to the case of a pipe (or capillary) of arbitrary length. Even
under these simplified conditions, the flow evolution in the
pipe requires rather complex mathematical analysis [dealt with
by Langhaar (1942) and others, as reviewed in Schlichting
(1979)]. The importance of pipe-flow development was seen
in a recent experimental study by the authors (Haustein et al.,
2012), where an off-center peak and non-monotonous distri-
bution in heat transfer were observed under a free jet emerging
from a short pipe (5d). Another study by the authors charac-
terized the flow’s viscous-relaxation and jet contraction for
the emergence of fully developed flow (Rohlfs et al., 2014),
both phenomena also requiring complex mathematical analy-
sis (Georgiou et al., 1988). Previous studies dealing with each
of these phenomena are reviewed and served as a basis for
comparison.

The viscous relaxation of the liquid jet’s velocity profile
during flight through a gaseous environment due to the sud-
den no-shear (or negligible shear) boundary condition is of
great significance not only to its centerline velocity evolution
but also to jet contraction and ultimately to its stability as
well [see Sevilla (2011)]. Although stability is not dealt with
in the present study and only its loss is observed around the
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lowest flow rates (Re < 350), the present findings and insight
may well contribute to its understanding. Bohr (1909), under
several simplifying assumptions (e.g., neglecting the second
derivative in the stream wise direction) found an exponential
type decay of the centerline velocity, Uc, theoretically with
a leading-order decay rate of γ = 58.73, i.e., Uc ∼ e�γ ·X ,
where X is the normalized stream wise coordinate. Goren
and Wronski (1966) also conducted theoretical analysis and
experiments at low Reynolds numbers, normalizing by jet final
values (beyond contraction) rather than nominal/nozzle exit
conditions. However, they noted that experimental decay rates
were approximately twice as high as the theoretical ones of
Bohr (1909). Reexamination of their data for contracting jets
(Re > 14) shows that this ratio is not constant but constantly
falling—from approximately three-times higher decay rates
at around Re = 18, through 1.4-times higher at Re = 46, to
equivalent rates around Re = 65. The trend in their data sug-
gests that lower-than-theoretical decay rates would occur at
even higher Reynolds numbers, though this is not shown as
their data ends at Re = 90. Duda and Vrentas (1967) obtained
a series solution for velocity profile relaxation, with the entire
profile scaled to the centerline value, which decays at leading
order according to the theoretical value (γ = 58.73). However,
the series converges slowly, and it was seen that considering
additional terms in the series reduces the decay rate. Con-
versely, a recent numerical study by the authors on the case of
a fully developed (parabolic profile) laminar jet during flight
approximated the decay rate roughly with γ = 35.5. Note that
a theoretical decay rate of γ = 24 exists directly at the noz-
zle exit where the velocity profile is parabolic. This raises the
question whether the entire centerline velocity decay can be
described by a constant, what its value should be, and if it
can be obtained analytically. This question will be addressed
in detail, and an intermediate decay rate will be analytically
derived.

The phenomena of jet contraction at high Reynolds num-
bers (negligible dissipation) were originally dealt with by
Harmon (1955), who showed that the jet must converge to
a radius that is smaller by a ratio of the square root of ¾ than
the nozzle-exit value. Later studies by Middleman and Gavis
(1961), Gavis (1964), Gavis and Modan (1967), and Goren
and Wronski (1966) showed that even under ideal conditions
(with negligible wetting of the nozzle exit—liquid climbing),
surface tension, partial pipe-flow development, and viscous
dissipation lower the amount of contraction. The latter effect
can be seen as a loss of kinetic energy expressed by reduced
contraction and may even cause jet-swell at lower Re, with the
neutral line (no contraction and no swell) occurring at around
Re = 14. In the literature, values from Re = 12 to 16 can be
found [simulations of Omodei (1980), vs. bifurcation-point in
the analysis of Goren and Wronski (1966)].

In the works of Gavis and colleagues (Middleman and
Gavis, 1961 and Gavis, 1964), a momentum balance was
derived between the nozzle-exit conditions and a point very
far downstream (at a point of negligible contraction). This
momentum balance expresses the surface tension (Weber num-
ber) influence on jet contraction, as well as that of the momen-
tum exiting from the nozzle, which is derived from the velocity
profile there—a function of the pipe-flow development level.

The same balance is used here to incorporate the effects of
both these parameters, and a new, solution template is found
for the equation.

The effect of a body force (such as gravity) on the jet con-
traction has also been dealt with for over a century with the
groundwork laid down by Weisbach (1855) and Scheuermann
(1919). Since then a large amount of work has been done, using
theoretical methods such as boundary layer theory in Wilson
(1986); asymptotic expansions vs. experiments in Philippe and
Dumargue (1991); numerical solutions vs. experimental work
by Duda and Vrentas (1967) and Og̃uz (1998); and numeri-
cal simulations of a uniform velocity profile by Mitrovic and
Ricoeur (1995). For further works not mentioned, the reader
is referred to reviews by Anno (1977), Adachi (1987), and
Massalha and Digilov (2013). Describing the jet’s contraction
under gravity has often been attempted through the use of the
jet surface function (JSF), with some limited success in two-
dimensional flows when certain aspects are neglected (Clarke,
1968) or at asymptotic limits of Re (Adachi et al., 1990).
Despite a strong analytical foundation laid down by Scheuer-
mann (1919), a recent review (Massalha and Digilov, 2013)
concluded that no analytical form for the circular jet has yet
been found. In effect, the only complete solution known to the
authors is that of Georgiou et al. (1988), which requires a rather
complex numerical procedure to solve all relevant equations.
The present study offers an alternative, simpler, approximate
description of the jet contraction under all relevant parameters.

Fortunately, in a previous study by the authors (Rohlfs
et al., 2014), it was identified that the heat transfer (and
possibly other transport processes) within the all-important
stagnation zone is primarily governed by the jet’s centerline
velocity upon impingement. This zone is the most significant
as it may cover a large part of the transfer area but also as down-
stream transport in the wall jet scales according to it [see, e.g.,
dimensionless distribution of heat transfer in Ellison and Webb
(1994) and Ma et al. (1993; 1997)]. This understanding led to
the development of an approximate (empirical) relation for
the centerline velocity decay during flight for a simple case of
fully developed pipe flow (parabolic profile, negligible surface
tension, and gravity) in that study.

In the present study, the centerline velocity evolution is
extended to lower levels of development (down to the uniform
velocity profile), considering the individual effects of flow rate,
surface tension, and gravity level on jet relaxation and contrac-
tion. The present study aims to provide a more established,
mechanistic approach to a much wider range of conditions,
though still in an approximate way. This is accomplished by
analyzing and modeling the jet’s response to changes in its
boundary conditions and environment (entering a pipe, exit-
ing a pipe, a gravity field). By relying strongly on analyti-
cal methods and in-depth stepwise physical analysis through
numerical simulations and experiments, the amount of empir-
ical parameters required by the model is reduced. Besides,
as each parameter is tied to a specific physical mechanism,
their values can be quasi-independently verified within the
range set by their physical bounds. The model is developed
in a stepwise fashion, from the simpler case of a horizontal
jet (negligible gravity) and on to a vertical one (non-negligible
gravity). As a part of the simplified description developed here,
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superposition of phenomena and mechanisms is employed.
However, as the real flows may have non-linear interactions
between these, careful discussion and evaluation steps are
taken. Moreover, in order to account for possible coupling, the
empirical constants in the model are released and permitted to
re-settle into new best-fit values. Thereby, a change in values
captures coupling effects in an average, global way. Though
limited, this simple approach is seen as an attractive alterna-
tive to a complex mathematical analysis requiring extensive
numerical solution, or brute-force, high resolution multiphase
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The present study aims
to provide a tool for insight, rapid design, and optimization by
approximately, yet consistently, representing the jet evolution
and its dependence on all relevant parameters.

II. METHOD
A. Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations for the axisymmetric straight
pipe flow are performed by solving the fully incompress-
ible single phase continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for
mass and momentum, in a commercially available finite ele-
ments package—COMSOL. The present problem is solved
in an axisymmetric quasi-two-dimensional domain (shown in
Fig. 1).

The computational domain consists of two separate parts.
A pipe flow with the no-slip boundary condition [lower sec-
tion of Fig. 1(a), with 20-100d in length] and a region for
the axisymmetric free-surface jet development. The pipe flow
domain consists of a single wall parallel to the axis of symme-
try, and parallel inlet and outlet faces. The inlet condition is a
uniform velocity profile, and the outlet imposes zero pressure.
Within this domain, various levels of pipe-flow development
are generated, as dependent on the imposed Reynolds number.
This is the classical Graetz-Leveque problem, which has been
extensively dealt with in the literature [see Shah and Lon-
don (1978)] and is therefore only briefly dealt with in this

study for validation of the numerical solutions. The pipe flow
domain is discretized by a near-uniform array of triangular
elements with the exception of a boundary layer refinement in
the near-wall area. The resulting grid is fine enough (totaling
over 124 000 elements) to resolve the velocity field, in a grid-
independent way, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Grid independence
is demonstrated on the centerline velocity (Re = 100). The
highest deviation between the curves occurs as they converge
to the fully developed centerline value (2). The deviation is
calculated as η = (U j+1 � U j)/U j = 0.04% where the index j
denotes the starting mesh and the index j + 1 denotes the refined
mesh.

For the axisymmetric free-surface jet flow, the represen-
tation of the fluid interface is obtained using the Level-Set
method (Tornberg and Björn, 2000 and Osher and Fedkiw,
2001), which is incorporated in the commercial code used
(COMSOL). The level-set method defines a transition func-
tion going from 0 to 1—representing the volume fraction of
each fluid, along a transition layer. The axisymmetric problem
is solved in the two-dimensional domain [upper in Fig. 1(a)].

The computational domain [shown in Fig. 1(a)] consists
of an initial “reservoir” of liquid within the pipe, which then
emerges into a larger (jet flight) gaseous domain. At the bound-
ary of the reservoir wall, a no-slip condition is imposed, while
in the gaseous domain (air), shear is almost negligible. At
the reservoir inlet, various radially monotonic velocity profiles
were imposed, leading to various levels of pipe-flow develop-
ment upon emergence from the nozzle (dependent on the pipe
length and Reynolds number). The larger domain consists of
a single wetted wall parallel to the water inlet (a 90° contact
angle agreed with experimental observations), an outlet face
parallel to the water inlet, and an air inlet/outlet parallel to
the axis of symmetry. The air inlet/out and the domain’s edge
outlet conditions impose zero pressure.

The upper domain shown in Fig. 1(a) is discretized by tri-
angular elements, refined around the predicted air/water inter-
face. The resulting grid was fine enough (totaling over 239 000

FIG. 1. Numerical study details: (a)
computational domain and boundary
conditions; (b) grid independence anal-
ysis evaluating the centerline velocity
development in the pipe at Re = 100.
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FIG. 2. Experimental system schematic with real-time visualization, flow,
and temperature measurement.

elements) to resolve the velocity field, as a grid-independence
study similar to that shown in Fig. 1(b) was conducted.

The two-phase simulations above were repeated while
changing the small reservoir of water into a long (20d) pipe,
with a uniform velocity for an inlet condition. Sweeping the
simulation on various Reynolds numbers allows for vary-
ing levels of velocity profile development before the liquid
emerges from the nozzle.

B. Experimental observations

For the experimental study, a controlled jet system was
implemented. The system (see Fig. 2) consisted of a trans-
parent (PMMA) tank filled to various heights with de-ionized
water, to which a pipe type nozzle was attached from below.
The driving pressure can be either hydrostatic or supplemented
by filtered compressed air gas. The liquid exiting the nozzle
falls into a receptacle placed on a very sensitive scale (resolu-
tion 1 mg), which is sampled at 10 Hz. From the analysis of the

scale measurements, the mass flow rate (or volume flow rate,
using known density) is calculated with 4% accuracy. Consid-
ering that the effect of gravity scales according to Nj = Re/Fr
= d2g/ν · uav [termed Nj in Duda and Vrentas (1967)], the
jet diameter was chosen to be as small as possible in order
to reduce the influence of gravity. For this purpose, a thin
flat-nosed needle (20 gauge, d = 600 µm) was used, which
was further polished (to obtain sharp corners) and externally
tapered to reduce liquid “climbing” and sudden jet widening
at the exit, see Fig. 3. At larger scales, this effect is relatively
negligible as nozzle walls are typically very thin compared
with its inner diameter, though at micro-scales, it may lead to
significant deviation from the nominal nozzle exit diameter.
Furthermore, it was found that applying a very thin layer of oil
on the outer face of the jet further reduces the surface energy
and wettability and led to reduced liquid climbing on the bare
metal surface. This was verified not to affect the liquid surface
tension in any way, by the direct measurement of contact angle
before and after oil application. With these measures taken,
the liquid is seen to climb no more than 6.7% of its diameter
(40 µm).

For obtaining the jet contraction profile, high speed pho-
tography is used together with a long working distance micro-
scope (Navitar ×12 on Phantom v12.1) and subsequent image
analysis (with ImageJ software). The camera operates at 1
kfps with a spatial resolution of better than 3 µm/pixel—
to verify the jet’s diameter to within 0.5% and observe
its stability and smooth surface [see Fig. 3(b)]. The real
scale is set at the beginning of every experiment, using a
micrometric ruler placed in the frame, verified against the
known outer diameter of the needle. For measurements far-
ther downstream, the camera is moved on a micrometrically
adjustable z-stage giving downstream distance to within ±20
µm, while maintaining the constant flow rate and jet shape.
Additional measurement errors and uncertainties are as fol-
lows: the liquid temperature is maintained at 24 °C ± 1 °C;
the inner diameter of the needle and the diameter of the jet
are found with the calibrated microscope with an accuracy of
±6 µm.

FIG. 3. Jet surface contraction at Re = 1800: (a) numer-
ical simulation; (b) experimental observation (shadow-
graph); (c) front view of nozzle (needle) showing effec-
tive diameter and side-wall thickness; (d) similar to (c),
but after chamfering to reduce unwanted liquid climbing
(wetting) at the nozzle exit.
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III. RESULTS
A. Pipe-type nozzle flow

The matter of flow development in a pipe has been exten-
sively dealt with and will therefore only be touched upon here.
The reader is referred to an extensive review of the topic by
Durst et al. (2005).

Figure 4(a) demonstrates the self-similarity that exists in
terms of the dimensionless coordinate, Z = z/d · Re, in agree-
ment with numerical solutions obtained for different Reynolds
numbers in the laminar regime ranging from 100 to 2000.
The results indicate that the centerline velocity converges to
a self-similar curve for higher Reynolds number values (good
approximation for Re > 200). This lack of self-similarity in
the entrance region is understood to be due to axial momen-
tum conduction being more dominant there at low Reynolds
numbers, in agreement with the trends found by Vrentas et al.
(1966). For validation of the pipe-flow simulations, the cen-
terline velocity for different Reynolds numbers, along their
respective Reynolds-number-normalized axes, is compared
to experimental data from Langhaar (1942) and numerical
data from Hornbeck (1964), Vrentas et al. (1966), and Ku
and Hatziavramidis (1985), in Fig. 4(b). The full developing
velocity profiles are compared with the numerical solutions
presented by Hornbeck, in Fig. 5(a).

Figure 4(b) shows the resultant self-similar curves that
agree with both experimental data and previous numerical
data, validating the numerical procedure. For practical use,
it is convenient to approximately model the change of the jet’s
centerline velocity as the dynamic response of a first-order
system (liquid) to a change in boundary conditions,

Uc,p (Z) − U∗c,i

2 − U∗c,i

= 1 − exp
(
−ζ ·

(
Z − Z∗

))
. (1)

Here Uc ,p is the dimensionless changing centerline velocity
along the effective pipe length, Z = z/d · Re, from an initial
to a final value (subscript i, f, accordingly). While nominally
the initial velocity should be equal to Uc ,i* = 1 at Z* = 0, a
uniform velocity profile entering the pipe smoothly (zero off-
set), simulations of inlet to a realistic pipe (not shown) reveal
that a vena-contracta causes a separation bubble, resulting in
the centerline velocity conforming to nominal conditions from
Z* = 0.002 at a value of Uc ,i* = 1.18. To find the rate of

centerline velocity convergence to its end value, ζ , the require-
ment of 99% complete development (Up99 = 0.99 · 2 = 1.981)
at a well-established distance of Z = 0.05 (Durst et al., 2005)
leads to ζ = 78. With this value, Eq. (1) closely approximates
present and previous numerical curves shown in Fig. 4(b).

Figure 5(a) presents a comparison between simulated
radial velocity profiles at various locations along the pipe,
showing clear agreement with Hornbeck (1964), with only
slight deviation between curves near the pipe inlet—at low
values of Z. These curves act to validate the present numerical
simulations within the pipe; further validation of jet velocity
profile evolution during flight is shown in Fig. 5(b).

In the pipe-flow, it is clear that such a simple description
cannot capture the entire complexity of the fluid dynamics
(vena-contracta at the inlet to the pipe, an additional driving
pressure term in the Navier-Stokes equation, etc.), though it
is seen as a sufficient approximation of the centerline velocity
evolution, everywhere beyond the initial section of the pipe.

B. Free-surface jet flight

The free-surface flight of the jet evolution while having
relatively simple boundary conditions (negligible shear, neg-
ligible pressure gradient) involves phenomena such as viscous
relaxation and jet contraction. It is specifically seen that the jet
contraction phenomenon depends on a large number of param-
eters: nozzle exit development level, flight distance, flow rate,
surface tension, and gravity. The model is first laid out for
the case of a horizontal jet (negligible gravity), in which the
influence of viscous relaxation and jet contraction are dealt
with separately, and later combined. First, the influence of
viscous relaxation is considered without the effects of contrac-
tion, as occurs at low Re or high surface tension. Subsequently,
jet contraction is addressed without consideration of viscous
relaxation. Finally, both effects are combined into a unified
horizontal jet model, extending previous work by the authors
(Rohlfs et al., 2014). The separation of these effects allows for
some insight to be gained through theoretical analysis, as well
as laying the groundwork for the case of vertical gravity-driven
jets, dealt with in Sec. III B 2 e.

1. Viscous relaxation of centerline velocity

The rate of centerline velocity decay during viscous relax-
ation in a horizontal jet has been examined for over a century:

FIG. 4. Centerline velocity develop-
ment in pipe-flow: (a) simulations show-
ing convergence to self-similarity; (b)
comparison of present simulations at Re
= 1000 and the approximate model to
previous studies.
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FIG. 5. Detailed validation of the sim-
ulations under self-similar behavior in
the scaled axial coordinate (Z or X):
(a) velocity profiles at various sections
along the flow in the pipe; (b) veloc-
ity profiles at various flight distances for
fully developed flow.

Bohr (1909) analytically derived an exponential decay rate (Uc

∼ e�γ ·X ) with γ = 58.73; Goren and Wronski (1966) found
higher rates at low Reynolds numbers (Re < 40); Duda and
Vrentas (1967) obtained a series solution where the leading-
order term decays according to the theoretical value (γ =
58.73); a recent numerical study by the authors (Rohlfs et al.,
2014) approximated for fully developed pipe flow, a best-fit
rate of γ = 35.5. This raises the question which rate is more
suitable for the centerline velocity decay, what its value should
be, and if it can be obtained analytically.

To answer this, we begin with a brief review of one of the
best works to date—the analytical series-solution for the veloc-
ity profile evolution of Duda and Vrentas (1967), highlighting
only the similarities to the present approach; for further details,
the reader is referred to their study. We then show how limit-
ing the analysis to the region around the centerline provides
a simpler yet reasonably accurate description of the velocity
decay, with a rate value between the two extremes mentioned
in the previous paragraph.

In their work, Duda and Vrentas (1967) expressed
the axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations, under boundary
layer type approximations, in terms of a protean coordinate
system—which contracts with the jet (ψ,X), where ψ is the
radial coordinate normalized by the local (contracted) jet
radius and X = x/d · Re is the scaled axial coordinate during
flight (similar to Z in the pipe flow). Although use of a contract-
ing coordinate system, ψ = f(r,x), simplifies the mathematical
description greatly, it requires a full numerical solution for
converting back to the original coordinates. Using a bound-
ary layer approximation, under negligible gravity and surface
tension, the axial momentum equation was linearized using a
perturbation form, U = 1 + U0. Assuming that U0� 1 allowed
the use of the approximation, U2 = 1 + 2U0 + U2

0 ≈ 1 + 2U0.
Throwing out the second order term (U2

0 ) is not necessarily
justifiable as also noted by Duda and Vrentas (1967), for the
entire range of jet flight as 1 ≥ U0, though it simplified the
axial momentum equation to a parabolic partial differential
equation,

∂ (U0)
∂X

= 4ψ

(
1
ψ

∂ (U0)
∂ψ

+
∂2 (U0)

∂ψ2

)
. (2)

This is in effect a diffusion/convection equation (similar to
the heat equation) in cylindrical coordinates with a radially

dependent diffusion coefficient (4ψ). A similar method is
shown in the following, while limiting the analysis to the cen-
tral region of the jet improves the validity of the linearization.
For a fully developed parabolic velocity profile emerging from
a nozzle, Eq. (2) has a Dini-series type solution,

U0 (ψ, z) =
∞∑

n=1

En · e
−2λ2

nX · Jo (λnψ) , (3)

where the roots and constants (λn, En), for the case of a
parabolic profile, are given by

J1 (λn) = 0, E0 = 1/3,

En =
4

λ2
nJ2

0 (λn)

(
sin λn

λn
− cos λn

)
, n ≥ 1.

(4)

In the contracting coordinate system (ψ,x), where the jet radius
remains constant, this gives the decay from a parabolic pro-
file as shown in Fig. 6. Plotting this velocity profile evolution
with sufficient accuracy, even at the centerline, requires a large
amount of terms in the series (around 20 terms, shown here),
while it would have practical value to be able to describe cen-
terline velocity decay with a single term. The figure shows that

FIG. 6. Velocity profile evolution according to Eq. (3) (Duda and Vrentas,
1967) in terms of their locally normalized radius, ψ (shown in more detail
than in their study—using 20 terms).
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three zones exist: the jet’s central zone that loses momentum,
the jet’s outer zone that gains it, separated by a neutral zone
that primarily transfers momentum between the other two.

With the goal of a simpler description of the centerline
velocity evolution such as a first-term dominant series, only
the jet’s central zone, bounded by the neutral zone, is ana-
lyzed. In Sec. III B 2, the jet contraction, representing the entire
velocity profile, is addressed. Similarly to the previous study
mentioned, viscous-driven velocity profile relaxation is exam-
ined for a jet, which seemingly does not contract, to which
contraction is later added. For the viscous-driven relaxation in
the center region (in a non-contracting description), a weakly
linearized transient diffusion form is obtained, somewhat dif-
ferent from Eq. (2). Beginning with a steady state momentum
equation (in the z direction) in cylindrical coordinates,

1
2
∂

∂x
u(r, x)2 =

ν

r
∂

∂r
u (r, x) + ν

∂2

∂r2
u (r, x) . (5)

Switching to an inertial coordinate system moving at the aver-
age jet velocity at the nozzle exit, uav, converts it to a classical
transient diffusion (heat) equation. This allows writing it in
dimensionless terms, using a perturbation-type description for
the velocity V = 1 + (u � uav)/uav = 1 + V ′ = Vav + V0 and
regular forms for the other parameters: θ = t/τ, Γ = r/Rc, where
Rc = R/

√
2 is the nominal limit of the central zone—the loca-

tion of the neutral zone where u = 1 for both a uniform and
a parabolic profile. This value of 1/

√
2 is initially chosen to

be the radius with the most neutral velocity during jet profile
evolution, a choice later verified through numerical simulation
(Fig. 8). This leads to

1
2
∂

∂θ

(
V2

av + 2V0 + V2
0

)
=
ν · τ

R2
c

(
1
Γ

∂

∂Γ
(Vav + V0)

+
∂2

∂Γ2
(Vav + V0)

)
. (6)

Examining the worst case scenario (where V0 has the high-
est relative value), it is seen that the term V2

0 can be safely
neglected. For instance, even for a parabolic profile within the
center zone, the normalized velocity can be described by an
average value Vav = 3/2 with a correction ½ ≥ V0, giving
a negligible second order term, 9/4� 1/4 ≥ V0

2. This point
is seen as an advantage of the present approach; by limit-
ing the analysis to the central domain, it is easier to justify
the linearization of the momentum equation than in previous
studies [e.g., Atabek (1961) and Duda and Vrentas (1967)].

Furthermore, recognizing that τ is the convective time scale in
the x direction, for which no suitable length scale is found, it
is best expressed as τ(x) = x/Uav. Finally, using the definition
of Rc = R/

√
2 = d/

√
8 leads to

∂

∂θ
V0 = 8

x
d · Re︸ ︷︷ ︸

X′

(
∂

∂Γ
V0 +

∂2

∂Γ2
V0

)
. (7)

This is clearly seen to be a transient diffusion equation (heat
equation) in cylindrical coordinates, where the terms 8 · X ′

take on the role of the Fourier number. It has well-known
Bessel-function, series solutions for various boundary and ini-
tial conditions. In the present case, the most suitable boundary
condition is taken to be that of a constant value at the edge
of the domain in the “neutral zone” in other words V0(1,X ′)
≈ �1/2. Regarding the initial condition, while various veloc-
ity profiles can be imposed in terms of V0, as the first-term
dominance is sought, it is preferable to take the initial condi-
tion as a uniform profile at the maximum value of the desired
velocity profile. Thereby, partially developed pipe-flow pro-
files are approximated by the appropriate intermediate stage
of this profile decay (compare the solid lines in Fig. 7 to the
central zone in Fig. 6). For this reason, the effective evolu-
tion distance is given in a shifted coordinate system, X ′ = X
+ X ′* (the value of X ′* is discussed below). For example, for
a parabolic profile, the initial condition at the centerline is V0

(Γ,0) = 1/2, with the end value (non-contracting description)
going to V0(Γ,∞) = �1/2, which gives a solution somewhat
similar to Eq. (3),

V0 +
1
2
=

∞∑
n=1

Cn · e
−8ξ2

n X′ · J0 (ξn · Γ) . (8)

Here J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function, ξn are the roots,
and Cn are the series constants, given by

ξn ·
J0 (ξn)
J1 (ξn)

= Bi, Cn =
2
ξn
·

J1 (ξn)

J2
0 (ξn) + J2

1 (ξn)
. (9)

Here Bi is the Biot number defined as Bi = h · R/k, which for
the present conditions of constant value/infinite convection (Bi
→∞) gives ξ1 = 2.405. Introducing this value, it is seen that
the centerline velocity (Γ = 0) decays exponentially at a rate
of γ = 46.27, at leading order (the first term in series).

Taking only the first term in the series, Eq. (10) is valid
strictly speaking only from X ′ = 0.014. However, as the
parabolic velocity profile evolution does not include the part

FIG. 7. Evolution of the velocity profile within the cen-
tral zone: dotted lines show the full series solution—Eq.
(8); solid lines are the first-term form—Eq. (10), shown
from point of relative agreement with full series; dashed
line is the initial parabolic profile.
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shown above the dashed line in Fig. 7, a shifted distance param-
eter was used, X = X ′ � X ′*. Here the value X ′* = 0.01 is
taken—the point at which a drop of 10% of the centerline
value has occurred according to Eq. (8). Thereby reasonably
good accuracy is obtained with a single term form at an order of
magnitude lower (from X = 0.003), using a purely exponential-
decay form. With initial values matched, it reads for the decay
of a parabolic profile,

V0 ≈ e−46.27·X · J0 (2.405 · Γ) − 1/2. (10)

In order to check the initial choice of the location of most
neutral velocity at Rc = R/

√
2, numerical simulations of a

non-contracting jet (emergence into a slip-wall pipe) were con-
ducted. The results that are given in Fig. 8 show that the most
neutral radius is not exactly at 1/

√
2 ≈ 0.7071 but rather at

∼0.67. Although 1/
√

2 complies with u/uav = 1 at both limits
(X → 0, X →∞), as the figure shows that the maximal devia-
tion from uav at this radial position (r/R ≈ 2/3) is less than 4%,
over the relevant flight range X = 0.0005-0.1 (1–200 diame-
ters at Re = 2000). Using this more accurate value, the decay
rate changes to γ ≈ 51.5 (used hereafter), somewhat closer
to the theoretical value, but still between it and the empiri-
cal rate previously found by the authors. In other words, the
general form of the centerline velocity decay is now given
by

Uc (X) =
(
Ucf − Uci

)
·
(
1 − e−51.5·X

)
+ Uci, (11)

where Uc = uc/uav is the normalized centerline velocity, sub-
scripts i, f indicate the initial and final values (non-contracting
viscous relaxation). The velocity decay found in the analysis
above is later incorporated with jet contraction and verified
against direct numerical simulations (Fig. 15).

2. Jet contraction

As the jet emerging from a nozzle undergoes viscous-
driven relaxation of its velocity profile, it is forced to contract to
conserve both mass and momentum (under negligible shear).
In the work of Harmon (1955), it was shown that the radius
to which a jet emerging with a parabolic profile contracts to
is ideally Rf =

√
3/2. However, a number of additional effects

influence the level of this contraction. First and foremost, it
is clear that if the velocity profile is only partially developed,

FIG. 8. Simulation results of velocity evolution during flight, at various radial
locations, showing r/R ≈ 0.67 as the most neutral position with u/uav = 1 ±
0.04, while r/R ≈ 1/

√
2 has u/uav = 1/0.9.

weaker relaxation is called for, which results in lesser contrac-
tion. Furthermore, as the relaxation is viscously driven, some
energy dissipation is incurred. The higher the relative dissipa-
tion, the less the jet contracts, as can be seen by viewing the
dissipation as a loss of kinetic energy. In addition, the surface
tension of the liquid-vapor interface constantly acts to sup-
press a change in the jet radius, while the addition of a body
force, such as gravity can act to constantly accelerate the jet
flow—leading to continuous contraction. These effects can be
described by the dimensionless parameters: Z—relative res-
idence time in the nozzle, Re—ratio of inertia to dissipative
elements, We—inertia to surface tension force, and Fr—inertia
to gravity force. The following examines each one of these
independently.

a. Influence of surface tension. The aspect of surface ten-
sion is dealt with first as it incorporates some theoretical
groundwork and lays the foundation for the following aspects.
First, the physical reason for its influence on jet contrac-
tion must be clarified. It is well known that surface tension
opposes the contraction phenomena (Duda and Vrentas, 1967).
A recent study (Massalha and Digilov, 2013), relying on a pre-
vious study (Zimmels, 1995), suggested that this was in order
to obtain a reduction in total surface energy (adding the term
σ · ∂A/∂V to a Bernoulli-type equation). This approach states
that when the jet contracts, a given volume of liquid increases
its surface area leading to a higher energy state and an effec-
tive opposing force. However, following this reasoning for jet
swell, occurring at low Reynolds numbers, the surface ten-
sion force would increase the swell effect in order to further
reduce surface energy, which is contrary to that shown by the
full numerical solution of Georgiou et al. (1988). Rather it is
here understood that surface tension primarily acts through the
local pressure field within the jet (as in the case of a Plateau-
Rayleigh breakup into droplets), always opposing jet deviation
from the initial radius. As the free surface converges to a lower
radius during jet contraction, a relative rise in downstream
pressure is experienced (p∼σ/R), which counteracts the accel-
eration, leading to reduced velocity and resulting contraction.
While in the case of swell, the relative lower pressure in the
downstream jet will cause additional acceleration, which will
counteract the swelling effect, in agreement with the trend
found by full numerical solution [see Fig. 2 in Georgiou et al.
(1988)].

A similar approach to the present one was taken in the
momentum analysis between the nozzle exit and a point far
downstream, where jet contraction has mostly completed, as
first laid out by Gavis (1964) and Slattery and Schowalter
(1964). Based on their work, Duda and Vrentas (1967) showed
that the dependence of jet contraction on surface tension for
fully developed pipe flow is given by

0 =
2

We
α3

f +

(
M −

2
We

)
· α2

f + 1, (12)

where αf is the normalized, final (downstream) jet radius
(Rf /Ri), We is the Weber number, and M expressed the rel-
ative momentum flux emerging from the nozzle ranging for
pipe flow, 4/3 ≥M ≥ 1. This momentum flux upon emergence
from the nozzle is a function of pipe-flow development and
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it will be shown that the contribution of dissipation can also
be incorporated into it (i.e., a highly dissipative flow reaches
a lesser contraction, as if it initially had a lower emergence
momentum flux).

Equation (12) has a standard (rather lengthy) cubic equa-
tion solution, which is difficult to put into a simple template
form. Alternately, a more general solution is sought using
hyperbolic functions as is the case for this type cubic equa-
tion, which always has a negative determinant and therefore
a single real root. However, this specific equation does not
meet the requirements for either the well-known hyperbolic
cosine or sine type solutions, over the entire range [see, e.g.,
Holmes (2002)]. Instead, noting that the conditions for each
are met over part of the range and that the standard solution
(not shown) has a symmetric S-curve shape (on a logarithmic
scale), a hyperbolic tangent solution is found,

αf =
1 +
√

1/M
2︸      ︷︷      ︸
αf ,av

−
1 −
√

1/M
2︸       ︷︷       ︸
∆αf

· tanh

(
s · ln

We
ω (M)

)
. (13)

This S-curve is defined by the following parameters: the first
term is the average radius value αf ,av, the second term is mul-
tiplied by half the total change ∆αf , with ω being the middle
of the S-curve in terms of Weber numbers and s being its
slope. Introducing the average value of αf ,av into Eq. (12) and
rearranging give ω,

ω (M) = We|αf =αf ,av
=

(1 − (1/M)) ·
(√

1/M + 1
)

(√
M + 1

)2
− 4

, (14)

while the slope is found through a critical point on the curve—
where the coefficient of α2 becomes zero (We = 2/M), for
which Eq. (12) has the solution αf ,s =

3
√

1/M, and can be
rearranged to find s,

s =

(
ln

(
2

M · ω (M)

))−1

· arctanh

((
2

√
1/M − 1

)
·

(
3
√

1/M −
1 +
√

1/M
2

))
. (15)

The validity of the new solution is graphically demon-
strated by comparison to the standard solution in Fig. 9. As

the figure shows, the new hyperbolic function based solu-
tion, which is easily written in a template form [Eqs. (13)–
(15)], is identical to the lengthy standard solution. Noting
that the entire range of the slopes fall within s = 0.518
± 0.009 over all relevant values of M, the solution can be
understood to be almost self-similar, in normalized transi-
tion coordinates (1 to 0). In the following, effective pipe-
emergence momentum flux (M) is found through nominal flow
parameters.

b. Influence of velocity profile. As noted in Eq. (12), the
characteristic of the level of development of the velocity profile
during pipe flow is given by the momentum upon emergence
from the pipe, Mp,

Mp (Z) =
2

R2
i · u

2
i,av

R0∫
o

u2
i (Z , r) · rdr. (16)

This equation can be employed to express the influence on
jet contraction of velocity profiles emerging at a lower level
of development. However, finding the velocity distribution ui

as dependent on the pipe length is rather complex. It requires
the use of boundary layer solutions as developed by Langhaar
(1942), and modified versions thereof, as described in detail in
Schlichting (1979). Such mathematical descriptions go beyond
the scope of the present study aimed at providing a sim-
ple, if approximate, description of the jet’s evolution. Instead,
an approximate form of the normalized integral is found,
Mp (Z).

Gavis and Modan (1967) numerically solved the pipe
flow development to obtain Mp (Z), as shown in Fig. 10.
In the pipe-flow development section, it was shown that the
centerline velocity evolution is quite well described by a sim-
ple first-order response of the exponential form. Assuming as
a first-step, a linear relation between the centerline velocity
development level and the emerging momentum flux would
give Mp (Z) = 4/3 � e�ξ ·Z /3, with ζ = 78 the rate of change
obtained for pipe flow, in Eq. (1). Although this solution meets
both asymptotic requirements (M→ 1 as Z→ 0, and M→ 4/3
as Z → ∞), comparison to the full numerical solution by
Gavis and Modan (1967) (Fig. 10), it is clear that the center-
line does not represent the entire flow momentum at initial
stages. Instead, by releasing the asymptotic requirement at

FIG. 9. Solutions of the jet surface momentum bal-
ance, Eq. (12): standard solution (dotted-line); alternative
solution, Eqs. (13)–(15) (dashed line).
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FIG. 10. Momentum flux level of flow emerging from the pipe-type nozzle,
as a function of effective pipe, showing a scaled linear fit predicts well beyond
Z = 0.002, equivalent to 4 diameters at Re = 2000.

Z → 0, and limiting the analysis to longer effective pipe
lengths, Z > 0.002, equivalent to L/d > 4 at Re = 2000 (near
laminar flow limit), Eq. (17) deviates less than 1% in value
from the full numerical solution,

Mp =
4
3
−

1
3
· F · exp (−ζ · Z) . (17)

Here again ζ = 78 as found in the pipe flow section, while F is
a fraction relating to the reduced range in Z, for which a value
of F = 0.74 is shown to give the best fit in Fig. 10.

c. Influence of viscous dissipation. Viscous dissipation
during jet contraction is inversely related to the Reynolds num-
ber, Re, which can be seen as the ratio of kinetic energy to
energy dissipation, with jet swell rather than contraction occur-
ring at low Re. In this range, viscous dissipation decreases
the final level of jet kinetic energy (i.e., velocity), which is
compensated by an increase in the jet diameter to maintain a
constant flow rate.

Thereby it is seen that within the range of jet contraction,
dissipation has a similar effect to surface tension—opposing
the level of contraction, dealt with in Sec. III B 2 a through
Eqs. (13)–(15). By drawing a similarity between the reduced
contraction due to the work of dissipation and that of surface
tension, its contribution is sought in a similar form, though in
terms of the Reynolds number,

αd =

√
1

Md
=

(
2 −

√
3
4

)
+

√
3
4

2︸               ︷︷               ︸
αd ,av=1

−

(
2 −

√
3
4

)
−

√
3
4

2︸               ︷︷               ︸
∆αd ,av=1−

√
3/4

· tanh

(
β · ln

Re
<

)
. (18)

Here subscript d indicates the change due to viscous dissi-
pation. Despite the present study’s focus on contraction, Eq.
(18) is more conveniently written in a form covering the
entire range of laminar Reynolds numbers (also the range
of jet swell), with jet final radii from 2 �

√
3/2 to

√
3/2—

roughly symmetrically around a value of 1 [see, e.g., ranges
in Gavis and Modan (1967) or Adachi et al. (1990)]. Neutral
behavior, initial contraction followed by re-expansion to the

original jet diameter, occurs around a critical Re, R, well-
established in the literature: R = 12 numerically found by
Omodei (1980); R = 14.4 experimentally found by Gavis and
Modan (1967); R = 14 numerically found by Reddy and Tan-
ner (1978) and Georgiou et al. (1988), as taken in the present
study. Considering the observation of Duda and Vrentas (1967)
that dissipation’s influence on final jet diameter is negligi-
ble above Re = 200, β can be found by requiring somewhat
arbitrarily that the final jet radius reaches 1% above its nom-
inal value at this Reynolds number, αd (Re = 200) ≈ 0.875.
This requirement introduced into Eq. (18) results in β = 0.64,
shown in Fig. 11, to give good agreement with experiments
and a theoretical/numerical solution for jet contraction, at
Re > R = 14.

d. The horizontal jet. In effect, the influence of dissipation,
surface tension, and development level on the total jet contrac-
tion is given upon jet emergence. From a far-downstream point
of view, there is no observable difference between a low-Re
jet, with reduced contraction due to dissipation (occurring dur-
ing flight), and the reduced contraction of a less-developed jet,
emerging with lower momentum flux. Therefore, to establish
the end-value of jet contraction, both can be lumped together
into an effective momentum flux,

M = *.
,

1 − *.
,
1 −

√
1

Mp

+/
-
·

*.
,
1 −

√
1

Md

+/
-

/
*.
,
1 −

√
1

Mn

+/
-

+/
-

−2

. (19)

Here M is the equivalent jet momentum flux, and subscripts p
and d indicate the partial development and dissipation [given
by Eqs. (17) and (18), accordingly], while n indicates nomi-
nal/ideal fully developed, Mn = 4/3. Equation (19) comprises
a dissipation correction to partially developed emerging jet
flow. Introducing it into Eq. (12) gives the horizontal jet’s final
radius, αf , considering effects of partial development, dissi-
pation, and surface tension, while the dynamics of contraction
are dealt with in the following paragraph.

Seeking a description for the dynamics of horizontal jet
contraction (subscript H), αH = R(X)/Ri, it is observed that by
definition X is related to the Reynolds number (X = x/d · Re),
whose contribution through dissipation was found in Eq. (18).
Therefore a similar form is examined,

FIG. 11. Reducing the influence of dissipation on jet contraction, expressed
through the Reynolds number: comparison to previous theory and experiments
(swell at Re < 14 and contraction at higher Re).
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αH (X) =

(
1 + αf

)
2

−

(
1 − αf

)
2

· tanh

(
β · ln

X
χ

)
. (20)

Note that by keeping the same slope/rate of change as that
of dissipation, β, it is recognized that the variation of X is
directly proportional to the change of Re. This can be better
understood by considering a swelling jet that occurs at lower
Reynolds numbers (Re < 14): If a constant distance from the
jet is chosen (say x/d = 1), the parameter X = x/(d · Re) can
be varied by increasing or decreasing Re, and the resulting
change in jet swell would follow the dependence of α on Re,
supporting the use of an identical slope in both Eqs. (18) and
(20).

There remains a single parameter to be found in Eq.
(20)—χ, representing the contraction halfway-mark in terms
of X. For a fully developed jet, the centerline velocity reaches
99% of its end value at X99 and reaches within 1% of the
final average velocity (U f ,av = 4/3) giving mass conservation
as

αH
2 (X99) · Uc (X99) = 1.01. (21)

Introducing X99 = 4.6/γ = 4.6/51.5≈ 0.0895 and the previously
established slope β = 0.64, together with Eqs. (20) and (11)
using U f = 4/3, the mass conservation requirement results in
χ = 0.0038.

As Fig. 12 shows, all previous theoretical solutions
include a physically unreasonable infinite-gradient of the jet
radius at the nozzle exit, x→ 0. In reality, finite gradients are
observed in experiments (see, e.g., Figs. 15 and 17), as also pre-
dicted by Eq. (20) with the parameters previously established.
Beyond this point, Eq. (20) follows the shape of previous the-
oretical solutions, though contraction is delayed by the initial
finite gradient and convergence to the final radius is more
gradual.

e. The vertical jet. Regarding the effect of gravity on
jet contraction, a significant amount of work has been done,
starting with the early theoretical studies of Weisbach (1855)
and Scheuermann (1919), with later numerical and experi-
mental work by Duda and Vrentas (1967) and Og̃uz (1998),

FIG. 12. Theoretical forms of jet contraction shape under negligible surface
tension and gravity (We → ∞, g → 0), showing self-similarity above Re
= 200; the present model is the only one with a finite gradient at X = 0. * Note
that Re = 200 is scaled to converge to the theoretical value,

√
3/2, for shape

comparison.

numerical solutions by Wilson (1986) and Philippe and
Dumargue (1991), as recently reviewed by Massalha and Dig-
ilov (2013). Scheuermann (1919) showed that, for a uniform
velocity profile jet with gravity and surface tension, the one-
dimensional momentum balance gives an implicit equation for
the dimensionless vertical jet radius, αV ,

4
We

(
1

αV (X)
− 1

)
+




1

α4
V (X)

− 1

{

C



= 2 · X · Nj. (22)

Here Nj = Re/Fr, with Fr = uav
2/g · d, gives the ratio of hydro-

static pressure to viscous shear, otherwise known as the Stokes
number. Equation (22) is an implicit equation and can be solved
using standard calculation tools, while at infinite Weber num-
bers, it becomes explicitly solvable. Either way, it needs to be
modified for jets with initially non-uniform velocity profiles,
i.e., partially developed profiles.

Attempts to modify Eq. (22) for non-uniform emergence
velocity profiles have been very limited. Massalha and Dig-
ilov (2013), employing a Bernoulli-type potential flow analy-
sis, suggested that Nj should be multiplied by 1/Uc ,i, though
with limited validation. An early work examining high-Re jets
addressed this matter, Lienhard (1968), by replacing the con-
stant in curly brackets with C = 16/9. Adachi et al. (1990),
who evaluated Eq. (22) under conditions of fully developed
profiles with negligible surface tension (We → ∞), extended
Lienhard’s modification to lower Re flows, by replacing C
with the square of the horizontal jet thrust (M2). The term jet
thrust, originally used by Davies et al. (1977), is equivalent to
the effective jet momentum flux in the present study [M, given
by Eq. (19)], as can be seen by a comparison of Fig. 11 in
this work to Fig. 12 in Adachi et al. (1990). In the limit of Nj
→ 0, both these corrections dictate a constant jet diameter—
equal to the downstream value, αf ,H , though not capturing its
dependency on X (e.g., α→ 1, as X→ 0). In the present study,
this dependency is incorporated by requiring asymptotic tran-
sition to the horizontal jet model as Nj → 0. Thereby it is
seen that far downstream the correction proposed by Adachi
et al. (1990), is recovered, with low-Re effects given here
by Eqs. (18)–(20), while at high-Re, the correction converges
to the value suggested by Lienhard (1968). Furthermore, for
a uniform emerging velocity profile (Z → 0), the newly
obtained equation (23) is reduced to the analytically derived
equation (22),

4
We

(
1
αV
− 1

)
+




1

α4
V

−
1

(αH )4
βV



= 2 · X · Nj. (23)

Note that the horizontal jet contraction, αH , here requires a
modified “vertical” rate, βV , as its introduction “as is” is jus-
tifiable only at low-Nj, where horizontal contraction occurs
prior to significant gravity-driven vertical contraction, i.e., in
series. For the larger values of Nj found in most cases, relax-
ation occurs in parallel to gravity acceleration and interaction
exists. This interaction can be analytically dealt with by iden-
tifying that X99, the effective downstream distance covered
up to the completion of viscous relaxation, is extended by
gravitational acceleration. This is due to an increased average
velocity, given at first-order (x→ 0) by Uav(t) = U i + g · t ≈U i

+ g · x/U i, which in the normalized form gives the extended
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distance: XV = XH · (1 + N j · XH ). This stretching is equivalent
to a reduced rate of relaxation in terms of distance, X, given
by

βH · ln
X99

χ
= βV · ln

XV99︷               ︸︸               ︷(
1 + NjX99

)
· X99

χ
. (24)

Here X99 is the horizontal jet relaxation length, β is the contrac-
tion rate, and subscripts V and H for vertical and horizontal
cases, respectively, with βV converging to βH , as Nj → 0.
Therefore, from mass conservation, the centerline velocity
relaxation is modified as γV /γH = βH /βV .

With contraction established, the centerline velocity is
now described by introducing the pipe-flow development level
(Up) into the viscous relaxation term, superimposed with jet
contraction acceleration,

Uc,H(or V ) =
[(

1 − Up (Z)
)
·
(
1 − exp

(
−γH(or V ) · X

))
+ Up (Z)

]
+




1

α2
H(or V ) (X)

− 1



. (25)

This equation is relevant for both horizontal and vertical jets,
as indicated by the subscript, H (or V ), whereby gravity’s con-
tribution is introduced through αV , βV , and γV . Employing
such a straightforward superposition with complex phenom-
ena involved requires justification and evaluation. In essence,
it is equivalent to assuming that momentum diffusion (square
brackets) proceeds independently of the acceleration due to jet
contraction (curly brackets). Let us consider the contribution
of each: relaxation is set in motion by the sudden loss of the
flow driving pressure transmitted acoustically throughout the
jet; this pressure balanced the local velocity-gradients/shear
of the profile, which can no longer be maintained and imme-
diate local momentum diffusion occurs across the jet. This
description is supported by the immediate onset of centerline
velocity reduction, directly upon emergence from the nozzle
even without the presence of gravity (see Fig. 15). During this
relaxation of the velocity profile, the integral conservations of
momentum and mass fluxes dictate the jet contraction level.
On one hand, contraction represents the acceleration across the
entire jet cross section, as seen in present detailed simulations
both with and without gravity [also agreeing with uniform pro-
file jets development under gravity from Mitrovic and Ricoeur
(1995)]. On the other hand, the centerline constantly loses
momentum by viscous diffusion due to the localized gradients
surrounding it. As these two occur at different scales—local
vs. global, it is suggested that they can be superimposed. Their
independence is further supported by the fact that re-evaluation
of the independently established empirical constants (F, ζ) in
Eq. (20) did not converge to different values. As Fig. 15(b)
shows, high-Re fully developed flow (parabolic profile) pre-
diction is very good—confirming the value found for β, and
partially developed profiles’ predictability confirms values of
ζ and F.

Evaluation of these analytically derived modifications to
the analytically derived uniform jet contraction equation is
shown by comparisons to simulations and experiments in Figs.
15–17.

IV. MODEL EVALUATION

In the present section, various aspects of the development
of the model based on the equations listed above will be exam-
ined, and its prediction will be evaluated. With the horizontal
jet’s hydrodynamics during flight summed up in Eqs. (20) and
(25) and the vertical case given by Eqs. (23) and (25), vari-
ous cases can be predicted and the models’ performance can
be evaluated by comparison to present and previous results.
The jet contraction’s surface tension dependence is given in a
new template form, Eqs. (13)–(15), which can account also for
dissipation at lower Re through Eq. (19). Using this equation
for the weak dissipation occurring at Re = 200, together with
the definition We = Re · Ca, allows comparison of this surface
tension dependence to that found through the full numerical
solution of Georgiou et al. (1988), as in Fig. 13. Note that due
to the weak dissipation, the final radius does not converge to
the theoretical value,

√
3/2, but to around 0.875, according to

Eq. (18).
As Fig. 13 shows, the present model obtains reasonably

good agreement with the full numerical solution, besides the
end values of lower-Ca, most likely due to simplifications made
in obtaining Eq. (12). Fortunately, these deviations are not
consistent and reverse at even lower capillary numbers so that
overall the entire range is well captured. The prediction of
the present model is seen as satisfactory, as Eq. (12) and its
solution, Eqs. (13)–(15), have been derived analytically with
significantly less effort than the full numerical solution it is
compared to, thereby fulfilling the goals of the present study.
Furthermore, as at high surface tension, other elements come
into play (e.g., Plateau-Rayleigh jet breakup), most practically
realizable cases will fall between the two lower solid lines,
where prediction is very good also in comparison to present
simulations.

Figure 14 shows the evaluation of the ability of the present
model to capture the dependence of jet contraction evolution
on the Reynolds number (representing dissipation), when other
effects are negligible. As the figure shows, at low Reynolds
numbers (Re = 17) near the neutral value (Re = 14), the
jet’s contraction is only reasonably well captured, possibly
due to the lack of the inherent self-similarity (in pipe flow

FIG. 13. Jet contraction prediction under various levels of surface tension
(Ca = We/Re) at Re = 200 without gravity, most practical cases fall below the
crosses [note that abscissa is scaled as in Georgiou et al. (1988)].
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FIG. 14. Jet contraction prediction under various levels of dissipation (Re
= 17-520) vs. experiments and theory (requires numerical solution); all
data except for water—∆; negligible surface tension and gravity except—O
(contraction increased by 1.5% by the last data point).

centerline velocity and jet contraction) relied upon in the
present model. The data set with the most contraction was
experimentally obtained in the present study for deionized
water, under conditions of very low contribution by gravity
(Nj = 5, see the vertical jet section); no previous theoretical
curve was available for this case (the adjacent dashed line
predicts Re = 195).

For model evaluation, the boundary layer type model
[Duda and Vrentas (1967), dotted line] is also shown, though
only where its prediction is noticeably better or worse than Eqs.
(23) and (25). While the boundary layer model’s prediction is
generally very good [see Figs. 15(a) and 16(b)], it was devel-
oped for a more limited range of parameters and is not plotted
in Figs. 13 and 14, where all data are at conditions outside of its
range. It is shown to deviate significantly for Reynolds num-
bers below 200 [non-negligible dissipation, e.g., Re = 16.8, in
Fig. 17(b)], for non-negligible surface tension, We < 15 [e.g.,
We = 2.8, in Fig. 17(a)] and for partially developed pipe flows,
Z < 0.05 [see Figs. 15(b) and 17(b) -F]. The present model
addresses all these aspects in an approximate way, giving it
the additional advantage of a simpler form—not requiring a
large amount of series terms (20 and above) or point by point
numerical integration.

Figure 15 shows the prediction of the jet’s centerline
velocity evolution under various gravity levels and velocity

FIG. 15. Decay of the centerline velocity during flight: (a) for developed
profile at various levels of gravity, Nj; �—78<Re< 2000, 4< x/d < 110, We
→ ∞ [from Rohlfs et al. (2014)], ♦—Philippe and Dumargue (1991), Re
= 827, We � 1, (Glycerol-Water); present simulations: O—Re = 550, We
= 5.6; (b) for various levels of pipe flow development, Z, at g = 0: •—Re
= 800, We = 44; × - Re = 1400, We = 135; ∆—Re = 1800, We = 227.

profile development levels. Previous studies (Duda and
Vrentas, 1967 and Massalha and Digilov, 2013) showed that
gravity’s influence scales according to the Stokes number
termed Nj = Re/Fr and incorporated into the final form of the
modified vertical jet model. As Fig. 15(a) shows for negligible
level of gravity (Nj→ 0), centerline velocity only decreases,
while for significant gravity, the opposite occurs. At an inter-
mediate range (around Nj = 31), an initial weak decrease
due to profile relaxation is followed by an increase driven by

FIG. 16. Jet contraction under grav-
ity: prediction by Eqs. (23) and (25)
(dashed line and solid line, accordingly)
and boundary layer theory [Duda and
Vrentas (1967)—dotted line] vs. pre-
vious numerical solutions: ♦—Mitrovic
and Ricoeur (1995), uniform velocity
profile, Re = 550-2033, We = 0.65-3.1
Nj = 443-6500 (water, R22, isopropanol,
ammonia); ◦—Philippe and Dumargue
(1991), parabolic profile, Re = 827, We
� 1, Nj = 120 (glycerol-water); F—
Wilson (1986), parabolic profile, Re =
500, high We, Nj = 80; +—Og̃uz (1998),
parabolic profile, Re = 877, We = 4.7, Nj
= 151 (water); —Og̃uz (1998), parabolic
profile, Re = 1983, We = 5, Nj = 67
(water).
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FIG. 17. Jet contraction under gravity: prediction by Eqs. (23) and (25) (Fr < 2 and Fr > 2, accordingly) and boundary layer theory vs. experiments: ×—present
results, parabolic profile, Re = 350, We = 2.8, Nj = 7.6; �—Philippe and Dumargue (1991), parabolic profile, Re ≈ 2000, We � 1, Nj = 44 (glycerol-water);
♦—Duda and Vrentas (1967), parabolic profile, high Re, We = 5.4, Nj = 128.6; +—Philippe and Dumargue (1991), parabolic profile, Re ≈ 500, We � 1, Nj
= 188 (glycerol-water);◦—Adachi et al. (1990), partially developed profile, Uc ,i ≈ 1.9, Re = 396, We = 9.88, Nj = 399 (glycerol-water); ?—Massalha and
Digilov (2013) partially developed profile, Uc ,i ≈ 1.4, Re = 447, We = 0.45, Nj = 4700 (Water); •—Adachi et al., 1990, parabolic profile, Re = 16.8, We = 6.4,
Nj = 27.3 (glycerol-water).

gravity’s acceleration—giving an almost constant velocity for
X < 0.04. Conversely, Fig. 15(b) shows that partially devel-
oped flows (under negligible gravity) not only emerge with
different initial centerline velocities but contract to different
extents and therefore decay to different centerline velocity end
values. This is quite well captured by the present model, Eq.
(25), in comparison to present and past simulations under both
finite and negligible surface tension (Rohlfs et al., 2014). The
prediction of the latter case is seen to be better than the sim-
ple exponential fit suggested in that study, equal to the more

complex series-solution by Duda and Vrentas (1967)—Eq. (3)
at 20 terms.

Figures 16 and 17 show the evaluation of the present
model’s prediction of jet contraction under a mix of influ-
ences, including surface tension, profile development level,
and gravity. Due to known causes of deviation in experiments,
the model is first validated against several theoretical and
numerical solutions from the literature (Wilson, 1986; Philippe
and Dumargue, 1991; Mitrovic and Ricoeur, 1995; and Og̃uz,
1998) in Fig. 16, with comparison to experiments in Fig. 17.

TABLE I. Summary of model equations, constants, and performance.

Parameter/constant Value Derivation/criterion Used in

Free/arbitrary
Uc,* =1.18 Fit to simulations at Z* = 0.002 Equation (1)
βH =0.64 Best-fit/αH (Re = 200) = 1.01 ·

√
3/2 Equations (18) and (24)

F =0.74 Best-fit Equation (17)
Analytically derived
ζ =78, From convergence requirement Equations (1) and (17)

Uc ,p(Z = 0.05) = 0.99 Uc ,f

γ =51.5 Quasi-analytical/Eqs. (8)–(10) Equation (11)
χ =0.0038 Analytically/Eq. (21) Equation (20)
X99 =0.0895 Uc = 0.99 · Uc ,f /Eq. (11) Equations (21) and (24)
R =14 From the literature Equation (18)

Present model Range of validity/comparison
Phenomena/effect equations data Apparent error

Pipe flow Equation (1) L/D ≥ 4 <2%, per Fig. 4(b)
Centerline velocity Equation (11)/ X > 0.003 X > 0 <2%, per Figs. 15 and 12
relaxation/contraction Equation (20)
Surface tension Equation (12) We > 0.2 tested, X > 0 <2%, per Fig. 13
Partial development Equation (17) Z > 0.002 <1%, per Figs. 10 and 15
Viscous dissipation Equation (18) 2300 > Re > 14 <1%, per Figs. 11 and 14
Gravity (vertical) jet Equation (23) N j > 5 tested <4%, per Figs. 15 and 16
Combination of above Equations (20)–(23) L/D ≥ 4, X > 0.003, <5.5%, per Figs. 12–17

2300 > Re > 14
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In these figures, data covering two orders of magnitude in Nj
are well-represented by Eq. (23).

In Fig. 16(a), the analytical, uniform-profile theory [Eq.
(22), dashed line] is seen to overpredict instantaneous jet radii
for cases of partially/fully developed profiles, which undergo
initial, rapid contraction due to profile relaxation. Conversely,
Eq. (23) carries the profile relaxation and deals with these cases
almost as well as the lengthier solution by Duda and Vrentas
(1967). The figure also shows that for data of a uniform jet
profile (diamond symbols), Eqs. (22) and (23) converge to the
same curve that gives good prediction.

Good agreement is also found with experiments as shown
in Fig. 17, especially considering the uncertainties related to
nozzle outlet wetting (see the present results—×), observa-
tion limitations, and possible additional effects. The figure
is intentionally divided into two ranges—on the left side, all
experiments have Fr ≥ 1, while on the right 1 ≥ Fr, showing
that overprediction of developed profiles by Eq. (22) is lim-
ited to cases of Fr > 1. It is also important to note that Figs.
16 and 17 including a wide range of conditions, contraction
extents, and several liquids: glycerol-water, R22 refrigerant,
isopropanol, and ammonia; as well as spanning two orders of
magnitude in the Reynolds number—up to the laminar limit.
Such a mix of influencing parameters could pose a challenge
to the simple mechanistic approach taken here, though as Figs.
13–17 show, the model is consistent. A quantative evaluation
of the model accuracy, validity ranges, and key parameters is
summarized in Table I.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The heat transfer under jet impingement has recently been
shown to be directly affected by the arriving jet’s centerline
velocity, directly related to the jet’s contraction, for which
a new model is developed. This study combined theoretical,
experimental, and numerical tools, providing a comprehensive
view:

1. The flow develops in the pipe-type nozzle towards a
parabolic velocity profile, with centerline approximated
by Eq. (1).

2. Upon emergence, the jet undergoes viscous-driven profile
relaxation leading to its contraction, i.e., a less developed
profile with lower momentum flux [Eq. (17)] undergoes
less relaxation and contraction.

3. Due to viscous relaxation, dissipation occurs, which is
inversely proportional to the Reynolds number—ratio of
kinetic energy to dissipation—Eq. (18).

4. Lesser developed profiles undergo less dissipation/loss
of kinetic energy, which reduces downstream velocity
and decreases jet contraction (or if Re < 14, swell is
increased). Although dissipation is a part of the relax-
ation process, it can be seen from downstream as lower
effective jet momentum flux, Eq. (20).

5. Contraction and swell are both counteracted by surface
tension, primarily through an additional pressure gradient
resulting from the change in the jet radius (the Young-
Laplace equation), given by Eqs. (12)–(15).

6. A vertical/downward facing jet’s contraction is con-
stantly supported by gravity-driven acceleration.

7. Gravity assists the relaxation process, though it stretches
and extends it farther downstream, Eq. (24).

For jet profile relaxation, an alternative analytical solution is
developed for the jet’s inner core (r < R/

√
2) resulting in an

exponential centerline velocity decay with a rate of γ = 46.27.
Subsequent simulations showed that the inner core’s limit is
around r ≈ R · 0.67, modifying the rate to γ = 51.5, located
between previous theory γ = 58.7 (Bohr, 1909 and Duda and
Vrentas, 1967) and empirical fitting γ = 35.5 (Rohlfs et al.,
2014).

The jet’s contraction evolution over the flight distance
(X = x/d · Re) was seen to be affected by many parameters:
surface tension (We), level of pipe-flow profile development
(Z = z/d · Re), viscous dissipation (Re), and gravity (Nj). For
a horizontal jet (negligible gravity), effects of surface tension
and jet emergence momentum flux (also called jet thrust) can
be incorporated analytically, through a previously developed
initial-final momentum balance (Gavis and Modan, 1967). For
this balance, a new general hyperbolic function solution is pre-
sented, requiring only the jet emergence velocity profile. The
dependence of contraction on dissipation as described through
the Reynolds number, followed a similar form to the Weber
number, as both higher dissipation and higher surface tension
(lower Re or lower We, accordingly) counteract jet contraction.
Although Reynolds number weighting is similar to that of the
Weber number, it could only be found empirically. Finally,
it was shown that dissipation could be incorporated into the
model, as a reduction in effective emergence momentum flux.
As a final step, the jet’s dynamic contraction is shown to scale
similarly to its dependence on the Reynolds number due to their
relation through effective flight distance X = x/d ·Re. All these
dependencies were combined into a simple predictive model
for a horizontal jet’s contraction and centerline velocity decay.
By use of analytics and theory, the empirical constants required
by the horizontal jet model were kept to a minimum of three—
ζ, F, and βH , all within reasonable bounds. In fact, as the first
two parameters are used to describe the emerging velocity and
its momentum flux based on the nominal length (Z), if the
emerging profile is known, the present model requires only
one free parameter to deal with all remaining relevant effects:
surface tension, dissipation, and gravity.

The analysis of a vertical jet and its contraction’s depen-
dence on gravity relied on the integral momentum balance for
a uniform-profile jet (Scheuermann, 1919 and Anno, 1977).
This balance was modified to account for a partially developed
jet profile, by requiring asymptotic transition to the horizontal
case as gravity reduces, converging to previous modifications
of Adachi et al. (1990) and Lienhard (1968), at limiting cases.
Furthermore, the modification converges back to the uniform-
profile theory for weakly developed profiles and shows good
agreement with the solution of Duda and Vrentas (1967), at
higher Re and negligible surface tension. Finally, superposi-
tion of the contribution of contraction to centerline velocity is
seen to be valid in the horizontal jet case, while under gravity
the profile relaxation stretching is accounted for by first-order
analysis [βV = f (βH ), Eq. (24)]. The effect of gravity on dis-
sipation for the case of a vertical jet’s contraction remains to
be examined in future studies.
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This simple analytical/empirical model shows good pre-
diction of both previous and present experimental and numeri-
cal results. Therein, the present experiments were able to fill in
some of the gaps in the literature, such as jet contraction under
weak effects of gravity (Nj = 5-8), and intermediate Reynolds
and low-Weber numbers (Re = 350-520, We = 2.8-6.2). This
new range of parameters poses a challenge to previous mod-
els and was obtained by careful high accuracy experimental
work at the microscale (d = 600 µm, Re was found ±3%),
where the jet contraction was characterized by high-speed
microscopy (1 kfps, 3 µm/pixel). The experimental work was
complimented by two-phase direct numerical simulations, for
insight beyond the range obtainable with the present experi-
mental setup: Reynolds numbers ranging Re = 200-1800, Z as
low as 0.007, with and without nozzle wettability, Nj = 0-34.
The simulations were validated against previous theoretical
and numerical results (Hornbeck, 1964 and Georgiou et al.,
1988) and were then used to guarantee asymptotic compliance
of the model, even beyond available data (e.g., We → ∞).
For instance, the simulations characterized the competing
effects of centerline velocity decrease due to viscous relax-
ation and increase due to gravity. Thereby assisting to identify
a quasi-neutral regime around Nj≈ 31, where centerline veloc-
ity maintains its initial value (Uc = 2) up to X = 0.04, shown
in Fig. 15(a).

The present study extends the detailed analysis of Duda
and Vrentas (1967), in terms of jet global parameters (cen-
terline velocity and radius) to low-Re viscous dissipation 14
< Re < 200, finite surface tension, and partially developed
pipe flows. By separately analyzing the involved phenomena,
the study provides insight into competing effects, e.g., radial-
contraction acceleration vs. viscous-relaxation deceleration
in a horizontal jet’s core, or vs. the addition of gravitational
acceleration in the vertical jet. Thereby a critical Stokes num-
ber is identified, Nj = Re/Fr = 31, where centerline velocity
remains roughly constant over a long distance—up to X = 0.04,
equivalent to 80 diameters at Re = 2000. The new model pre-
sented addresses the jet’s centerline velocity and contraction
evolution based on all relevant parameters (geometry, We,
Re, Fr), allowing rapid prediction with standard calculation
tools.
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